Grouting technology has been widely used in all fields of geotechnical and civil engineering. Prospective engineering objectives including reinforcement of rock mass and groundwater leakage treatment can be achieved by grouting which will change the mechanical parameters of rock mass such as strength, elastic modulus, and coefficient of permeability. In this paper, rock mass is assumed as a composite material consisting of rock particles and random microcracks initially. Since part or all of the cracks will be filled with cement slurry after grouting, rock mass consists of rock particles, grout condensate, and some or no random microcracks after grouting. The damage constitutional law of the mesoscopic element is established based on the theory of mesoscopic damage mechanics. With the heterogeneity of the components of rock mass considered, the variation of mechanical characteristics of rock mass is studied before and after grouting. And the influence mechanism of grouting on rock mass is investigated at mesoscale level.
Introduction
Grouting is a technique that makes use of pressure to inject slurry into the rock cracks or cracks in buildings, in order to improve the physical mechanical characteristics. It has been applied in almost all the domain of rock and civil engineering and its functions are enhanced gradually with the growing grouting technique. Grouting can obtain the objectives of reinforcement of rock mass and groundwater leakage treatment by filling, pressing, conglutinating, and solidifying.
Since 1802, when grouting technique was used for the first time to restore the gravelly soil foundation of a tide gate, which is eroded by water stream, by the French civil engineer Charles Berigny, the technique has been developed for more than 200 years and great progress has been made.
Yin and Wen [1] studied the properties and reaction mechanism of dolomite limestone-water glass grout; Ge [2] studied the development and prospect of chemical grouting techniques; Tang [3] introduced the application of grouting technique to treatment of limestone cave surge; Hao [4] has expounded high pressure grouting technique for fault stabilization treatment at karstic ground and analyzed action mechanism of high pressure grouting and means of grouting pressure control; Hao et al. [5] , Yang et al. [6] , and Luo et al. [7, 8] studied crack grouting in rock mass and have developed the corresponding computer simulation procedure, respectively; Li et al. [9] proposed the overall evaluations of crack grouting effect in concrete dam; Li et al. [10] have discussed numerical modeling of grouting in geoengineering. Present theory and practice research mainly concentrate on the grouting material, craft, technology, grouting and its influence, and flow quality of cement slurry in rock mass cranny, but it is seldom to see the research about how grouting improves the mechanical characteristics of rock mass. This paper attempts in this aspect to make the preliminary study.
The current research of material characteristics is mainly focused on three scales which are micro, meso-and macroscales. It is generally considered that the mechanical characteristics of materials in a scale can be analyzed and explained in a lower scale (Zhu et al. [11] ). For the research of how grouting improves the macromechanical characteristics, the rock material is thought to be made up of rock particles and random cracks in a mesoscale and their properties are thought to be heterogeneous as well. After grouting part or all of the original cracks are filled with cement slurry and meanwhile it can be regarded that the rock is made up of rock particles, grout condensate, and some or no cracks. Furthermore, the damages constitutive model can be built and numerical experiments can be developed for analyses of the change of mechanical characteristic during the grouting.
Simulation of Fractured Rock Mass
There are many cracks in the natural rock mass, and rock mass is a complicated geologic body composed of rock block and random cracks. The natural or artificial cracks have significant influence on the macromechanical characteristics of rock mass. Grouting makes use of the cracks in the rock mass and injects the slurry into the rock mass in order to increase the strength and prove the leakage.
Zhu et al. [11] proposed a method to simulate the joint network. (1) Use parallel-line method, statistical window method, or digital holography method to measure the geometrical characteristics of cracks; parameters that need to be measured include the angle of strike, the dip angle, the fracture interval, and the fracture aperture. Then establish a suitable statistic model. (2) According to the principle of geostatistics and Monte Carlo method, the joint network of the rock mass can be drawn. Chen [12] developed 3D network numerical modeling technique for random discontinuities of rock mass. Based on statistical window method, geological sketch, and digital videography, Hu et al. [13] developed a new method for rock mass fine structure in situ mapping. From the method rock mass structure model can be established through the in situ mapping after obtaining the basic geological information. Detailed geological investigation is the soul of the fine structure description.
Heterogeneity of Materials
Strictly speaking, all materials in nature are more or less heterogeneous; the difference is the degree of heterogeneity. Scholars at home and abroad in academe have done long exploration on heterogeneous materials and achieved great progress in recent 20 years. Heterogeneous materials has been a new discipline branch. Schlangen and Mier [14] simulated the typical failure mechanism of brittle concrete materials and structures using a simple lattice model; Blair and Cook [15] studied the nonlinear behavior and microheterogeneities in stress fields caused by variations of grain shapes and sizes; Tang and Kaiser [16] simulated unstable rock fracture using the finite element method (FEM) combined with models describing the material heterogeneities. Chen et al. [17] simulated the failure processes in 3D heterogeneous brittle materials. Professor Xu and his colleagues [18] did further researches for the past few years.
Rock mass is a typical heterogeneous material with cracks, bubbles formed during the diagenesis, and so on. Rock particles are also theoretically of heterogeneity, which can be described by the distribution of the mechanical parameters. Suppose that the mechanical parameter of mesoscopic elements obeys the Weibull distribution. Weibull distribution may have from one parameter to three parameters, among which Weibull distribution with two parameters is widely used. The two parameters are shape parameter and scale parameter separately.
Generally, we can use ( 0 , ) to indicate two-parameter Weibull distribution; the function can be defined as follows:
The probability density function is
where is the value of material parameter, the parameter defines the shape of the distribution function, and 0 is the scale parameter, which is related to the mean value of all mesoscopic elements but is not the mean value. For the sake of convenience, 0 is called typical value in this paper.
Parameter and parameter 0 should be determined first when simulating heterogeneous materials. Figure 1 shows the Weibull distribution with different .
From Figure 1 , we learn that parameter reflects the dispersion degree of material parameter and can be called homogeneity index. When changes from small to large, the distribution function becomes longer and narrower; the material parameters of mesoscopic elements are almost the same and close to 0 . A larger implies a more heterogeneous material and vice versa. According to the known parameter and parameter 0 , we can generate random numbers which obey Weibull distribution, where is the number of mesoscopic elements. Then we can assign the random number to each element. Because the numbers are random and obey the statistic distribution, this method can simulate the heterogeneous materials perfectly, such as rock and concrete.
Elastic Damage Constitutive Law of Mesoscopic Elements
Elastic damage constitutive law is chosen to reflect the stressstrain relationship of mesoscopic elements Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a tension-off criterion is adopted to determine whether the element is fractured. Tension-off is prior to Mohr-Coulomb criterion; when an element meets tensionoff criterion, there is no need to check whether it meets Mohr-Coulomb criterion and the element is fractured. If an element does not meet the tension-off criterion, then we check whether it meets Mohr-Coulomb criterion. When the applied load is small, the element is in elastic state; the stress-strain relationship can be expressed by Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio entirely. When the load increases, if the maximum tension stress of an element meets the threshold value, tension failure occurs, and if there is no tension fracture, check whether the stress condition meets Mohr-Coulomb criterion; if so, shear failure occurs.
The constitutive law of mesoscopic element under uniaxial load can be expressed in Figure 2 .
Thus, in uniaxial tension stress condition, the damage variable is defined as follows:
And in uniaxial compress stress condition, the damage variable is defined as follows:
where 0 is initial Young's modulus; 0 is the uniaxial compressive strength of mesoscopic element; 0 is the maximum compressive strain corresponding to 0 ; is the residual strength of mesoscopic element under compress stress; is defined as residual strength index; thus = 0 and we assume that = 0 , where 0 is uniaxial tension strength and is the residual strength of mesoscopic element under tension stress. 0 is the maximum tension strain corresponding to and can be called threshold tension strain and is ultimate tension strain, is defined as ultimate strain index; thus 0 = . When is large, the constitutive law showed in Figure 2 becomes elasto-brittle-plastic law.
Numerical Simulations
The geometrical model of the fractured rock in a plot window is established based on fine structure description method which was introduced in Hu et al. [13] research paper, considering that the fractured rock mass is made up of two parts which are rock block and microcracks. The model with the size of 1.0 m × 1.0 m, as shown in Figure 3 , contains four random cracks. The model is meshed into 500 × 500 square elements with the same size. For the mesoscopic elements that are cut by cracks, the rock particle elements change into crack elements by modifying the mechanical characteristics, and crack elements change into cement slurry elements after grouting. The heterogeneity of strength and elastic modulus is taken into account and there is no dependence upon each other. The material properties are listed in Table 1 .
The bottom of the specimen is constrained, and the lateral sides are free. The specimen is compressed vertically in a displacement control mode with 0.05 mm per step and then the failure process and stress-strain curve of the rock mass before grouting are obtained. Figure 4 shows the failure process of fractured rock under uniaxial 4
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Step 80 compression, while Figure 5 is the stress-strain curve of the specimen. It can be seen from the whole failure process that the failure process and failure mode of the specimen are mainly under the control of preexisting cracks C3 and C4. The numerical experiment once again proves that the failure of the rock structure always depends on the inner weak structural planes. The initial elastic modulus of the fractured rock mass is about 45 GPa and the strength is about 55 MPa.
The initial cracks are filled with cement slurry after grouting. Figure 6 illustrates the failure process of grouted rock under uniaxial compression and Figure 7 shows the stress-strain curve of the grouted rock mass. Figure 6 shows that the preexisting cracks are filled with cement slurry after grouting, though the strength and elastic modulus of the cement slurry are much lower than those of rock particles (as shown in Figure 6 , the darker the color, the bigger the value). Instead of cement slurry elements, the elements with higher elastic modulus but lower strength fail first. The distributions of strength and elastic modulus are independent, and elements with high elastic modulus may have low strength and vice versa. Therefore, at the initial stage of loading when the stress is low, some elements with high elastic modulus and low strength will fracture first. The damaged elements are random in the specimen at the initial stage. With the displacement increase, the random cracks propagate, coalesce, connect, and form a macrodamage belt with big width finally. Cement slurry fills into the initial cracks of natural fractured rock mass, and weak structure planes which have significant influence on the mechanical characteristics and failure mode of rock mass will no longer exist. The mechanical characteristics of grouted rocks are close to those of integrate rock blocks.
The macroelastic modulus of the grouted rock is about 49.3 GPa and the strength is 122 MPa. It is obvious that the elastic modulus is improved by 10%, and at the same time, the strength is improved by 120%.
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Conclusions
Mechanical characteristics of engineering rock mass are always under the control of the initial weak structure planes inside; grouting can fill the initial microcracks, enhance integrity of the rock mass, and, thus, change the failure mode and improve the mechanical characteristics of rock mass. In this paper, rock mass is assumed as a composite material consisting of rock particles and random microcracks initially. After grouting, parts or all of the initial microcracks will be filled with cement slurry, and then the grouted rock mass consists of rock particles, grout condensate materials. Based on the theory of mesoscopic damage mechanics, the influence mechanism of the grouting on the mechanical characteristics of rock mass is studied. Of course, the initial distributions of microcracks, grouting effect, and grouting materials have effects on the variation of mechanical characteristics. Grouting can enhance not only elastic modulus and strength of the rock mass but also the seepage characteristics. This paper only studies the change of the elasticity modulus and strength preliminarily, and the grouting influence on the seepage characteristics needs further research.
